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DISCLAIMER

The thoughts and views expressed today are those 
of the presenters and do not necessarily reflect the 
views of UHY LLP, Kapnick Insurance Group, or the 

Michigan Marijuana Regulatory Agency.



ACCOUNTING BY THE 
NUMBERS



MICHIGAN’S MARIJUANA INDUSTRY

Statistical numbers from the MRA as of January 31, 2021:
Total license applications approved 99 (includes 63 prequals)

Medical Marijuana Facilities
Total sales for the month of January: $41,070,509

Flower/Shake/Trim – $19,363,612
Vape and Concentrate – $16,241,221
Edibles and Other – $5,465,576

Average flower price: $4,032  per pound



MICHIGAN’S MARIJUANA INDUSTRY

Statistical numbers from the MRA as of January 31, 2021 
(continued):

Plants in production – January:
Immature – 65,604
Vegetative – 69,383
Flowering – 92,424
Destroyed and Harvested – 66,038

Total Medical METRC tagged plants in January – 293,449



MICHIGAN’S MARIJUANA INDUSTRY

Statistical numbers from the MRA as of January 31, 2021:

Adult-Use Facilities
Total sales for the month of January:

$67,406,608
Flower/Shake/Trim – $37,570,730
Vape and Concentrate – $17,279,776
Edibles and Other – $12,556,102

Average Flower price : $5,178  per pound 



MICHIGAN’S MARIJUANA INDUSTRY

Statistical numbers from the MRA as of January 31, 2021 
(continued):

Plants in production – January:
Immature – 66,764
Vegetative – 80,152
Flowering – 114,670
Destroyed and Harvested – 79,051

Total Medical METRC tagged plants in January – 340,637



KEY IRC SECTIONS FOR CANNABIS

Definition of IRC 280E

Expenditures in connection with the illegal sale of drugs:

“No deduction or credit shall be allowed for any amount paid or incurred 
during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business if such trade or 
business (or the activities which comprise such trade or business) consists of 
trafficking in controlled substances (within the meaning of schedule I and II of 
the Controlled Substances Act) which is prohibited by federal law or the law of 
any state in which such trade or business is conducted.”



KEY IRC SECTIONS FOR CANNABIS

What do the impact §280E mean in layman’s terms?

Deductions are allowed for cost of goods sold which represent a reduction 
in gross receipts rather than an ordinary and necessary business expense. 

Just because expenses are non-deductible, for federal purposes, does not 
always mean the same thing at the state level. Most of the states where 
cannabis is legal, at the state level, have de-coupled from the IRS rules with 
regard to §280E.



KEY IRC SECTIONS FOR CANNABIS

How is cost of goods sold (COGS) determined?
The IRS through Chief Counsel Memorandum 201504011 indicated its position that 
§471 will be applied for calculating COGS. 

Notably 1.471-3 (b) for resellers and 1.471-3(c) and 1.471-11 for producers.

RICHMOND PATIENTS GROUP v. COMMISSIONER (May 4, 2020)
Recent court case that aligned the court system with the IRS position regarding how the 
above code sections apply to resellers (i.e. provisioning centers) and producers (i.e. growers 
and processors).

PATIENTS MUTUAL ASSISTANCE COLLECTIVE CORPORATION dba HARBORSIDE HEALTH 
CENTER v. COMMISSIONER (Oct. 23, 2019)

IRC 280E is not limited to deductions claimed under IRC 162 but applies to all deductions 
claimed by Harborside.



TYPE OF ENTITY TAX STATUS - A DIFFERENT TRAIN OF THOUGHT!

A typical limited liability company (LLC) can elect to be taxed with the IRS under any 
one of the eligible tax statuses by completing Form 8832 in a timely manner.

There 2 common types to consider:
Tax paying entities

C-Corporation

Flow-through entities
Partnerships (including LLC taxed as partnerships) 
S-Corporations



ENTITY TAX STATUS

C-Corporation – (Form 1120)
Pros 

1. Pays its own tax at federal rate of 21% currently compared to 37% highest 
individual marginal rate

2. Tax is considered a corporate obligation and not an individual obligation
3. Individuals do not receive a K-1 or any tax reporting forms unless they receive a 

distribution

Cons 
1. A second level of tax is paid by the individuals receiving distributions/dividends 

at rates ranging from 15% to 23.8% for federal
2. Structure is not flexible for admitting shareholders in a tax efficient matter



ENTITY TAX STATUS

Flow-through entities – (Form 1065 or 1120S) 
Pros

1. Single level of tax at the individual level 
2. Structure allows for flexibility of admitting partners in a tax effective manner
3. Cash distributions are not taxed again at the individual level

Cons 
1. Rates can be as high as 37% for federal  
2. Tax is an individual liability
3. Individual will receive annual K-1 for their share of the income without 

corresponding cash distribution



THE TAX IMPACT OF §280E

It is important to model out the impact of the non-deductible expenses 
related to §280E when deciding on the type of entity for tax purposes.

It’s all about CASH FLOW!



MULTIPLE LICENSES

Many cannabis companies have acquired, or been pre-approved, 
for more than one license.  Often these licenses are held all in one 
legal entity, regardless of type (i.e. 2 Grow Class C and 1 Retail).

Multiple licenses have multiple legal and tax risk profiles.
Try to keep the same type of licenses grouped together in one legal entity.

Due to §280E limitations, deductibility of expenses at the retail level is far 
more limited then that of a growers and processors.



VERTICAL INTEGRATION

A typical vertically integrated ownership structure:

Owner 
Group

Grower

Location#1       
2 Class C

Location#2       
3 Class C

Processor
Retail / 

Provisioning 
Centers

Location 
#1

Location # 2

Location # 3

Service 
Provider / 

IP



VERTICAL INTEGRATION

Vertical integration can provide for better margins, more secure supply chain and 
ultimately an increase in enterprise value for a potential exit strategy. 

However, for §280E purposes it is imperative to respect each licensee, whether a 
separate entity or division within the same entity to allow for proper delineation of 
allowable costs. 

§280E myth – Growers and provisioning center under common ownership often think that having a 
dispensary obtain the product from the grow at a higher price would result in tax savings. Assuming 
the same entity tax status on either side, would result in a neutral tax effect since any savings 
realized by the dispensary will result in additional taxable income at the grow. Furthermore charging 
at a rate that is not arm’s length can result in recharacterization of the underlying transactions that 
could result in material negative tax effects.



KEY CASE LAW

Alternative Health Care Advocates, et al. v. Commissioner
151 T.C. No. 13 (Dec. 20, 2018)

The taxpayer corporation operated a medical marijuana dispensary in California, deducted 
business expenses and adjusted its cost of goods sold (COGS).  The case is also consolidated 
with other taxpayers that are individual shareholders of an S corporation organized to handle 
the daily operations for the corporate taxpayer, including paying employee wages and 
salaries.

Although the taxpayers argued that they were entitled to deductions for their activities not
related to the sale of marijuana, the court found that the other activities the corporate 
taxpayer engaged in had “a close an inseparable organizational and economic relationship”
to the primary business of selling marijuana.



DON’T FORGET THE REAL ESTATE

In general, the conventional wisdom for holding real estate within 
an LLC and taxed as a partnership (Form 1065) holds true for the 
cannabis industry. 

However: 
Arms length transactions and agreements are very important
Risk IRS could treat as one consolidated group for §280E



THE INSURANCE SIDE 
OF THINGS



KNOWLEDGE OF YOUR INDUSTRY

ABOUT KAPNICK’S 
CANNABIS PRACTICE GROUP

Businesses whose primary focus is on cannabis are 
among an elite group of clients at Kapnick Insurance 
Group. We put great emphasis on understanding the 
intricacies of a growing number of compliance and 
emerging risks, and a large part of our focus continues 
to be on cannabis operations. 

By developing areas of specialization and thoroughly 
understanding how our clients’ businesses work, we 
are able to provide superior solutions in helping to 
control costs, manage risk and reduce losses. We work 
with top rated insurance companies that offer highly 
specialized programs for businesses in cannabis.

Did you know?
Multi-state operators face unique challenges as laws  

vary from state to state

As the number of employees increase, different federal 
and state employment laws apply

Workers’ compensation is often misclassified with 
cannabis companiesOur Cannabis Clients Receive:

• Quarterly industry specific newsletters.
• Networking with other industry leaders.
• Timely OSHA/Compliance updates.
• On-site employee trainings.
• Mergers and Acquisition due diligence.
• Safety plant visit and reviews by our internal 

Risk Services team.
• Access to an online suite of training videos and 

tools.
• Premium allocation support.



APPLICABLE BUSINESS ACTIVITIES



COMPLIANCE
WHAT DOES THE MICHIGAN MRA REQUIRE OF AN APPLICNAT OR 
LICENSEE?
• Provide proof of financial responsibility for bodily injury to lawful users 

resulting from the manufacture, distribution, transportation or sale of 
adulterated marijuana or adulterated marijuana infused products in an 
amount no less than $100,000.

• No products liability exclusion exists in the liability coverage issued to the 
applicant and or licensee that would exclude the coverage mandated 
in MCLA 333.27408 or any corresponding sub-rule.

• “Adulterated marijuana” means a product sold as marijuana that 
contains any unintended substance or chemical or biological matter 
other than marijuana that causes adverse reaction after ingestion or 
consumption.

WHAT EXCLUSIONS ARE ALLOWED UNDER MCLA 333.27408?
• The director of the MRA, Andrew Brisbo, was asked: “Does the act allow 

for exclusions for substances that would be covered under the ‘any 
unintended substance’?”

• His response was:

• “Exclusions for certain substances are not permissible because the 
definition of ‘Adulterated marijuana’ includes the worked ‘any’ 
when referencing unintended substances.”

WHY IS THE COVERAGE EVIDENCED ON ATTESTATION FORMS NOT 
CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE?
• The attestation was developed by the MRA to require the notarized 

signatory to “LEGALLY ATTEST” that the coverage in force is not less than 
$100,000 per license and that no products liability exclusions exist in the 
liability coverage issued to the Applicant and/or Licensee that would 
exclude the coverage mandated in MCLA 333.27408 or any 
corresponding sub-rule.

I WAS TOLD AGENTS ARE SIGNING THESE ATTESTATION FORMS AND 
LISTING INSURANCE CARRIERS THAT HAVE MANY EXCLUSIONS IS 
THAT POSSIBLE?
• Yes, it is possible but not recommended.

• Michigan law is clear as illustrated by the Michigan DIFS bulletin 2016-18-
INS issued on July 18, 2016. 

• The bulletin reminds insurers, insurance producers, and all persons 
requesting documents that evidence coverage that evidences like 
certificates cannot be used to amend, extend or alter forms of the 
underlining insurance policy. An insurance producer who intentionally 
issues an evidence of insurance misrepresenting actual or proposed 
policy may be found in violation of MCL 500.1239 (1). .2005 (a) and 
.2271. Such violations may result in probation, suspension or revocation 
of an insurance producers license.



COVERAGES
Builder’s Risk, Owner’s Interest, & OCIP
Coverage Highlights:
• Offers coverage when shovels break ground
• Protects financial interests and physical assets 
• Covers soft costs such as loss of income, debt service, and real 

estate taxes 
• OCIP requires a minimum of $20M in construction value
• Reduces insurance costs and controls risk 

PROPERTY
Coverage Highlights:
• Commercial property ISO forms
• Minimum premium $500
• No sub limit for cannabis inventory when on the premises
• Outdoor business personal property is approved
• No maximum number of locations

CROP
Coverage Highlights:
• Coverage capacity up to $25,000,000 per location
• Indoor Plants In-Process (only)
• Customizable plant life-cycle solutions
• Minimum Premium $500

PROBLEM:
Property owner allows the general contractor to purchase builder’s risk for 
the ground up construction project. This leaves room for price gouging, the 
insurance program missing coverages, and the owner open to a 3rd party 
liability suit. There are certain coverage elements that the contractor, since 
they wont have a financial interest in the project, may not purchase. In the 
event of a claim, the owner is not party to the claims discussion, the 
contractor is. Payments are made to the contractor, not the owner.

SOLUTION:
Property owner collaborates with their insurance broker and the general 
contractor to establish project timeline, discuss known & unknow risks, and 
insurance program structure. 

SUCCESS:
Property owner is isolated from a potentially venture crippling financial loss, is 
aware of all risks, and has complete control over the insurance program.



COVERAGES
GENERAL LIABLITY
Coverage Highlights:
• Occurrence Form (CG-ASO)
• A rated carrier
• Multiple rating basis options
• Minimum Premium $500

AUTO
Coverage Highlights:
• Requires one of the following supporting lines of business:

• General Liability
• Property
• Commercial Package

• Annual Policy Term
• Admitted AM Best A VX rated carrier

Approved Vehicle Types:
• Private Passenger Vehicles
• Fleets (Up to 100 vehicles)
• Light Trucks / Vans
• Heavy Duty Trucks
• Semi-Trucks
• Trailer Coverage
• Mobile Equipment

EXCESS LIABLITY
Coverage Highlights:
• Occurrence Form
• Coverage Limits up to $4,000,000
• Minimum Premium $1,000 (per layer)

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
Coverage Highlights:
• All Cannabis/CBD/Help Class Codes
• Multi-State, Nationwide Policies
• New Venture/New Hire Accepted
• Mid-Term Moves Accepted
• Monthly Reporting & Billing
• Competitive Base Rates



ENVIRONMENTAL
CANNABIS CULTIVATION OPERATIONS
• Cannabis cultivation operations, whether performed indoors or outdoors, face environmental exposures from the 

materials used and stored onsite and from their operations. For indoor operations, heat and moisture used in 
growing can present elevated risks for mold and bacteria. Cultivators use chemicals such as fertilizers, herbicides, 
pesticides, and other hazardous materials. Misuse or overapplication of fertilizers and pesticides or spills or leaks 
during application or storage can occur and impact soils, groundwater, or surface waters.

• Flowering cannabis plants have a pungent odor. If odors are not controlled, neighbors may complain or file third-
party suits. Courts have affirmed that claims based on odors emanating from a facility meet the pollution exclusion 
in the commercial general liability policy. A substance need not be toxic or harmful to be considered a “pollutant.” 

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURES MAY INCLUDE:
• Smell 

• Fertilizer, Pesticide, Herbicide

• Butane and other above or underground storage tanks

• Wastewater

• Releases during transportation



CASE STUDIES
PROBLEM:
Neighboring properties filed a lawsuit against a 
cannabis operation due to the odors from the facility. It 
was determined that the operation was in violation of 
local regulations. 

SOLUTION:
Partner with a risk management specialist who can 
provide guidance and education on the physical and 
financial risks associated with a cannabis operation. In 
this case, understanding the heightened environmental 
liabilities.

SUCCESS:
Operator is isolated from the financial loss of fines, 3rd

party liability claims relating to odor, and defense costs. 

PROBLEM:
A group had multiple locations and had separate 
workers’ compensation policies for each location through 
the State WC pool.

SOLUTION:
We were successful in combining those policies and 
placing it directly with a carrier partner.

SUCCESS:
We were able to get them lower rates by placing their 
consolidated program with a direct carrier, outside the 
pool.



MANAGEMENT LIABILITY
Many operators believe that because their companies are private or family-owned, they don’t need it. No law requires EPLI or D&O, it’s an expense, and 
owners often believe they’re protected by their general liability. 

Cannabis companies face potential exposure to claims by investors, customers, vendors, competitors and others for mismanagement, misrepresentation, 
breach of duty, misappropriation of trade secrets and unfair competition. With social movements such as #MeToo, BLM, and cancel culture, there is an 
exponential increase in employment related claims.

COVERAGES 

• Directors & Officers Liability 

• Transactional Risk - Reps & 

Warranties, Contingent Liability, 

Tax Opinion 

• Errors & Omissions Liability 

• Crime 

• Network Security & Privacy 

Liability (Cyber) 

• Employment Practices Liability 

• Fiduciary Liability 

• Kidnap, Ransom & Extortion 

• Intellectual Property 



MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
M&A Due Diligence

The cannabis industry in maturing the market is seeing more and more mergers and acquisitions. There are numerous reasons for this trend ranging from a
need for consolidation as companies become multi-state operators, vertical integration in order to control processes and efficiencies and simply
consolidating for the reason of leveraging power over retailers while streamlining distribution.

Buy-Side M&A insurance due diligence services are part of Kapnick’s standard offerings within our Transactional Risk Practice.
The broader offerings of the Practice include:

• Transactional Risk Insurance Product Advisory and Placement

• Representations & Warranties Insurance

• Tax Opinion Guarantee Insurance

• Contingent Liability Solutions

• Private Equity Portfolio P&C Insurance 

• M&A Buy-Side Insurance Due Diligence



RISK CONTROL

Consultation

Assessment

Development
Implementation

Monitoring & Support

• In-depth 
evaluation of 
programs & 
strategic goals

• Job safety analysis 
• Ergonomic evaluations• Behavioral based safety

• Targeted training

• Compliance 
• Claims advocacy & 

quarterly claims review
• Ongoing action planning

• Program Premium Loss Analysis
• Trending analysis based on location 
• On-site assessment of 

manufacturing locations
• Service calendar of claims review, 

actionable based on assessment
• On boarding of on-line suite of 

tools



THE IMPACT OF THE ELECTION

With the election now over, many people have asked where we 
see things going for the cannabis industry. While our crystal ball is 
still a little cloudy, here are a few items to share:

States that had legalization on the ballot—all passed overwhelmingly
The president cannot de-schedule cannabis by executive order—it must be changed 
by legislation, which includes Congress 
Based on the results, banks are starting to feel more comfortable in the industry, yielding 
some larger regional and national banks to establish cannabis based accounts
Cannabis stocks, as well as cannabis revenues, are expected to grow in 2021
The first 8 weeks of 2021 were 55% higher in capital raises as compared to the previous 
record set in 2018.



A SIGN OF THINGS TO COME

On December 4th, the House of Representatives voted 228-164 to pass the 
“Marijuana Opportunity Reinvestment and Expungement Act” marking the first time 
either chamber of Congress has ever voted to decriminalize marijuana. Currently the 
bill is at the Senate and referred to the Committee on Finance.

On February 11th,  Senator Chuck Schumer issued a joint statement with Senators 
Cory Booker and Ron Wyden indicating a commitment to supporting the 
development of a comprehensive legislation to reform marijuana. 



QUESTIONS



KAPNICK INSURANCE GROUP – CONTACT INFORMATION

BILL SECINARO 
CLIENT EXECUTIVE 

bill.secinaro@kapnick.com 
248.327.0459 

RAMA GUPTA 
CLIENT EXECUTIVE 

rama.gupta@kapnick.com 
248.595.0728 

BILL LYLE
CLIENT EXECUTIVE 

bill.lyle@kapnick.com 
734.274.4442 



UHY LLP – CONTACT INFORMATION

TODD TIGGES, CPA
PARTNER

ttigges@uhy-us.com 
248.204.9433 

ALI BAYDOUN, CPA
PRINCIPAL

abaydoun@uhy-us.com
248.204.9363



ABOUT UHY LLP

LOCAL
• More than 50 years of experience

• Ranked 5th largest professional 
services firm in Southeast 
Michigan by Crain's Detroit 
Business

• Nearly 400 employees in Ann 
Arbor, Detroit, Farmington Hills, 
Port Huron and Sterling Heights

• Largest accounting firm presence 
in Macomb County

• Practice leaders with Big 4 
experience and training

NATIONAL
• 21 offices across the US

• One of the top professional 
services firms in the country

• Nearly 1,000 professionals 
providing comprehensive audit, 
attest, tax, advisory and related 
services*

INTERNATIONAL
• Member firms in over 270 business 

centers across more than 100 
countries

• Nearly 8,500 professionals

• 17th largest international 
accounting and consultancy 
network

• Member of the Forum of Firms

*Services performed exclusively by UHY LLP, an independent licensed CPA firm



US UHY LLP LOCATIONS

CALIFORNIA
IRVINE

CONNECTICUT
FARMINGTON

FLORIDA
MIAMI

GEORGIA
ATLANTA

MARYLAND
COLUMBIA

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR
DETROIT
FARMINGTON HILLS
PORT HURON
STERLING HEIGHTS

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

NEW YORK
ALBANY
CATSKILL
HUDSON
KINGSTON
LONG ISLAND
NEW YORK CITY
SARATOGA SPRINGS
RYE BROOK

TEXAS
HOUSTON



GLOBAL UHY LLP NETWORK
AMERICAS
• Argentina
• Bahamas
• Bolivia
• Brazil
• Canada
• Chile
• Costa Rica
• Dominican Republic
• Ecuador
• El Salvador
• Guatemala
• Honduras
• Mexico
• Nicaragua
• Panama
• Paraguay
• Peru
• Puerto Rico
• United States
• Uruguay
• Venezuela

ASIA-PACIFIC
• Afghanistan
• Australia
• Bahrain
• Bangladesh
• China 
• Georgia
• Hong Kong
• India
• Indonesia
• Japan
• Kazakhstan
• Korea (Rep. of)
• Malaysia
• New Zealand
• Pakistan
• Philippines
• Qatar
• Saudi Arabia
• Singapore
• Sri Lanka
• Taiwan
• Thailand
• Uzbekistan
• Vietnam

EUROPE
• Albania
• Austria
• Belarus
• Belgium
• Bosnia and 

Herzegovina
• Croatia
• Cyprus
• Czech Republic
• Denmark
• Finland
• France
• Germany
• Greece
• Hungary
• Ireland
• Isle of Man
• Italy
• Luxembourg
• Malta
• Netherlands
• Norway
• Poland
• Portugal
• Romania

• Russian Federation
• Serbia
• Slovak Republic
• Slovenia
• Spain
• Sweden
• Switzerland
• Turkey
• Ukraine
• United Kingdom

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
• Angola
• Azerbaijan
• Egypt
• Ghana
• Iran
• Israel
• Jordan
• Kenya
• Kuwait
• Lebanon
• Mauritius
• Morocco
• Mozambique
• Nepal
• Nigeria
• Seychelles
• South Africa
• Tunisia
• Uganda
• United Arab Emirates
• Zambia



SELECT UHY LLP SERVICE OFFERINGS
AUDIT & ASSURANCE

Audits, reviews and compilations of financial 
statements

Audits of financial statements of employee benefit 
plans and pensions

Financial forecasts and projections

Attestation services including agreed-upon 
procedures reports and service auditor reports 
(SSAE 18)

Financial reporting assistance

Due diligence

Audit committee advice

TAX PLANNING & COMPLIANCE 

Federal income tax planning and compliance

Business formation and entity structuring

State and local taxes and incentives

IRC 280E analysis

Excise taxes

International tax planning and compliance

Transfer pricing

Cost segregation

Estate and succession planning

Compensation and benefits

CONSULTING AND ADVISORY

Internal audit, risk and compliance services

Assistance with state licensing requirements

Management and technology consulting

Transaction services

Client accounting advisory services

Resource solutions

Cybersecurity

TRANSACTION SERVICES

Mergers and acquisitions 

Financial and operational due diligence

Business valuation

Financial fraud examinations and investigations

Business insurance claims measurement and 
consulting

Quality of earnings assessments



KAPNICK GLOBAL CAPABILITIES 

As our company expands its international presence, Kapnick Insurance and its Assurex Partners have played a key role in securing our 
growth and assets. In 1997 our company opened its first wholly-owned international facility in Mexico.

Locating administrative vendors that offered a high degree of reliability and knowledge of both U.S. and Mexico law and issues was a 
challenge. However, Kapnick and its Mexican affiliate provided solid consultation. Their service and standards were unmatched by any 
other supplier during this experience. In response, they supported a successful startup and our continued trust in their service.

- Large manufacturing client with five facilities in US, Latin America, and partnerships in Europe and Asia

TOP 5
Global Risk & 

Insurance 
Solutions

18k+
Partner 
Firms

$2.8bn
Revenue

600+
Partner 
Offices

100+
Employees

$29bn+
Annual 

Premiums

As an Assurex Global partner, Kapnick is able to service clients locally and 
internationally while providing a strong understanding of global markets, 
cultures, governance and compliance.



KAPNICK SERVICE OVERVIEW
COMMERCIAL & GLOBAL RISK

Large property and liability program review

Global program capabilities  

High risk placements

Fleet safety

Niche program formation & administration

Claims management

Loss control & workplace safety training  

Private client 

Captive and alternative risk guidance

Industry specializations 

Portfolio insurance program structuring 

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Strategic benefits plan design 

Advanced real time analytics 

Worksite well-being

Voluntary benefits

Legislative compliance 

Alternative funding program services

Call center

HRIS guidance 

Employee education 

SPECIALTY RISK

Directors & officers 

Employment practices

Errors & omissions

Fiduciary 

Family office 

Crime

Cyber

Reps & warranties 

Contingent liability 

Buy-side insurance due-diligence 
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